
Extending Partial Orders to Dense Linear OrdersTheodore A. Slaman�W. Hugh WoodinyJuly 9, 19961 IntroductionFor any countable partially ordered set P , there is an injective embeddingof P into a linear order P � so that for all x and y in the domain of P ,x >P y implies x >P � y. More strongly, each P can be injectively embeddedin a linear P � which is uniformly recursive in P . We can compute such aP � from P by an e�ective recursion in which instances of comparability areadded to those in P . In a typical step of the recursion, we have a pair hx; yiof distinct incomparable points and we extend the ordering so that x > yby adding all instances of x� > y� for which x� is greater than or equal to xand y is greater than or equal to y�.De�nition 1.1 Suppose that P is a countable partial ordering. We say thatP � is a constrained �-extension of P; if P � is a dense linear order withoutendpoints, the domain of P � is equal to the domain of P , and for all x andy in the domain of P , x >P y implies x >P � y.J.  Lo�s posed the following problem: Find a necessary and su�cient condi-tion for a given countable partial ordering to have a constrained �-extension.Rutkowski [1995] obtained preliminary results, some necessary conditionsand some su�cient conditions. We will give a logician's solution to  Lo�s'squestion, by showing that it has no simple answer.In the construction of a linear extension of P , we had to consider all pairshx; yi from P and decide which of x or y would be above the other. In the�During the preparation of this paper, Slaman was partially supported by NationalScience Foundation Grant DMS-9500878.yDuring the preparation of this paper, Woodin was partially supported by NationalScience Foundation Grant DMS-9322442. 1



construction of a constrained �-extension of P , we have to consider all pairshx; yi and decide which is above the other, which z is above both, whichz is below both, and which z is strictly between them. So, for each pair,there are in�nitely many possible ways to satisfy the properties requiredof a constrained �-extension. If there were only �nitely many possibilities,then we could appeal to the compactness theorem and conclude that if Phas a constrained �-extension then it has one which is recursive in P 0, thecomplete �01(P ) set. But, the best upper bound that is available comes fromthe Kleene Basis Theorem: If P has a constrained �-extension, then it hasone which is recursive in OP , the complete �11(P ) set.We will show that P 's having a constrained �-extension is �11-completeproperty of P . Thus, the upper bound provided by the Kleene Basis Theo-rem is the best possible. Then, we will exhibit a natural �11-norm on thosecountable partial orders without constrained �-extensions, and observe thatthis norm can be used to uniformly construct a constrained �-extension ofP , whenever there is such an extension.2 �11 sets and subtrees of !!In the following discussion, we will work with sequences of natural numbers.We use !<! to refer to the set of �nite sequences from ! and use !! to referto the set of !-sequences from !. We will denote elements of !<! by lowercase Greek letters such as � and � and denote elements of !! by upper caseRoman letters such as X and Y , we will write �a� for the concatenationof � and � , and we will write � � n and X � n for the restrictions of � andX to their �rst n elements, respectively. We will write hk0; k2; : : : ; kn�1i torefer to a sequence by explicitly specifying its elements, and will write �(n)and X(n) to refer to the elements of � and X with index n; respectively.We say that � is an immediate extension of �, if there is an n in ! such that� = �ahni.2.1 Almost-perfect treesA tree is a subset of !<! such that whenever � 2 T and n � length(�),then � � n 2 T . We order the elements of T by extension, � �T � ifand only if there is an n; less than or equal to the length of � , such that� = � � n. We let T� denote the set of sequences � in T such that � and �are �T -comparable.If A is a subset of !! and Z is an element of !!, then A is �11(Z) if there2



is a recursive predicate R(w; x; y; z) such that A is de�ned byX 2 A if and only if (8Y 2 !!)(9n 2 !)R(n;X � n; Y � n; Z � n):The above also speci�es what is meant by a �11(Z) subset of !. When thereis no parameter Z in the de�nition of A, we say that A is �11.We say that A is �11 if there is a Z such that A is �11(Z). A �11 set Ais �11-complete if for every �11 set B there is a continuous function f suchthat for all X , X 2 B if and only if f(X) 2 A. A set is �11-complete if itscomplement is �11-complete.Kleene [1955] gave a detailed analysis of the �11 sets, some of whichwe recall below. In particular, Kleene showed that the collection of (codesfor) well-founded subtrees of !<! is a �11 set which is �11-complete. In thefollowing, we will need a technical re�nement of Kleene's theorem.De�nition 2.1 We say that a subtree of !<! is almost-perfect if the fol-lowing conditions hold.� For all � 2 T , if � has an immediate extension in T , then there is a ksuch that for all n greater than k, �ahni 2 T .� If T� is not well-founded, then there are only �nitely many k such that�ahki 2 T and T�ahki is well-founded.Lemma 2.2 There is a recursive function a, which maps subtrees of !<!to subtrees of !<!, such that1. a(T ) is well-founded if and only if T is well-founded,2. for each T in the domain of a, a(T ) is almost-perfect.Proof: The proof that we give for Lemma 2.2 is based on a suggestion ofS. Simpson. Our original proof used a detailed analysis of Kleene's O. Simp-son's substantially shorter proof is based on ideas of Marcone [1993].We begin with some notation. For � and � in !<! de�ne � � � to indi-cate that � and � have equal length, and for all i in their domain �(i) � �(i).Let T be a subtree of !<! , and de�ne a(T ) by� 2 a(T ) () (9�)[� 2 T and � � � ]:Since T is a subtree of a(T ), if T is not well-founded then so is a(T ).Conversely, if a(T ) is not well-founded then let X be its left-most path. IfT were well-founded then set f� : � 2 T and (9i)(� � X � i)g would be a3



�nitely branching tree with no in�nite path. By K�onig's lemma, this treewould be �nite. But, then only �nitely many elements of X would have a�-predecessor in T , contradicting X 's being a path in a(T ). This establishesthe �rst claim of the lemma.Now, we check that a(T ) is almost-perfect. First, suppose that � has animmediate extension �ahki in a(T ), and let � be an element of T such that� � �ahki. Then, for all n greater than or equal to k, � � �ahki � �ahni.Consequently, for all n greater than or equal to k, �ahni 2 a(T ).Second, suppose that � 2 a(T ), � has length l� , and a(T )� is not well-founded. Let X denote the left-most path in a(T )� . Since a(T ) is closedupwards under �, for each �, if � has length l and X � l � �, then � 2 a(T ).Thus, for each n greater than X(l�), if Y is de�ned by the following,Y (l) = (n; if l = l� ;X(l); otherwise.then Y is a path in a(T ). Consequently, for each n greater than X(l�), thel� + 1st entry in X , a(T )�ahni is not well-founded, and therefore � has only�nitely many immediate extensions �ahki in a(T ) such that a(T )�ahki iswell-founded.Corollary 2.3 The collection of nonempty almost-perfect well-founded treesis �11-complete.3 The �11-completeness of  LDe�nition 3.1 Suppose that X � N. Let  L(X) be L(X) = �e : fegX is a partial ordering of ! andthere is a constrained �-extension of fegX�and let  L = fhe;Xi : e 2  L(X)g.Theorem 3.2 There is a recursive function f such that for each e and X,fegX is a well-founded subtree of !<! if and only if f(e) 62  L(X):Thus,  L is a complete �11-predicate.Proof: We de�ne f by describing a uniformly recursive procedure to convertrepresentations of nonempty almost-perfect trees T into presentations ofpartially ordered sets P (T ). We will ensure the following implications.4



1. If T is almost-perfect and well-founded, then P (T ) has no constrained�-extension.2. If T is almost-perfect and not well-founded, then P (T ) has a con-strained �-extension.We can then conclude the �11-completeness of  L from Corollary 2.3.We de�ne a function p(�; T ) of two variables. The �rst variable is overelements of !<! and the second variable is over subsets of !<! . For each� and each almost-perfect tree T , p(�; T ) is a T -recursive enumeration of apartially ordered set. If hi 62 T , then T is empty and p(hi; T ) is a T -recursiveenumeration of the empty partial order. In this case, we let P (T ) be a T -recursive presentation ofZ, and thereby ensure that P (T ) has no constrained�-extension. Otherwise, p(hi; T ) is a T -recursive enumeration of an in�nitepartially ordered set, and we let P (T ) be a T -recursive presentation of thesame partially ordered set. The split into cases is uniformly T -recursive, andin the latter case the T -recursive presentation of p(hi; T ) can be obtaineduniformly from its T -recursively enumerable presentation.We de�ne p(hi; T ) to be the limit of the following recursion on !<! ,starting from the empty sequence hi, working through T , and terminatingat nodes which do not belong to T . We speak of p as being de�ned byrecursion, since in de�ning p(�; T ) we may be called to evaluate all of thep(�ahki; T ). More formally, p is de�ned as a �xed point for the followingdescription, where the existence of such a �xed point is ensured by theKleene �xed point theorem.Suppose that T is an almost-perfect subtree of !<! .Terminating nodes. If � 62 T then, p(�; T ) is the empty partial order.Recursion nodes. If � 2 T , then we enumerate p(�; T ) so as to producethe partial order depicted in Figure 1. We omit the stage-by-stagedescription of the enumeration of p(�; T ) and describe the orderingitself.The �rst component R(�; T ) of p(�; T ) is a semi-in�nite countabledense linear order with greatest element r(�; T ), and no least element.The second component Q(�; T ) of p(�; T ) is a partial order formed byamalgamating an !-sequence Qi(�; T ) of partial orders as follows. Atthe bottom, Q0(�; T ) is a semi-in�nite countable dense linear orderwith greatest element a(0; �; T ). For each i greater than or equal to 0,Q2i+1(�; T ) is equal to p(�ahii; T ) and Q2i+2(�; T ) is countable denselinear order with least element b(i; �; T ) and greatest element a(i; �; T ).5
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p(�ah0i; T )p(�ah1i; T )p(�ah2i; T )...

�
����a(0; �; T )a(1; �; T )a(2; �; T )a(3; �; T )

r(�; T )R(�; T ) Q(�; T )
b(3; �; T )b(2; �; T )b(1; �; T )

Figure 1: De�ning p(�; T ) by recursion.For each x and y in Q(�; T ) = [i2!Qi(�; T ), x < y if either there is aj such that x 2 Qj(�; T ), y 2 Qj(�; T ) and x <Qj(�;T ) y or there are jand k such that x 2 Qj(�; T ), y 2 Qk(�; T ) and j < k.Note that p(�; T )'s being de�ned does not depend upon T�'s having noin�nite path. If � 2 T , then p(�; T ) will enumerate the elements of R(�; T )and all of the Q2n(�; T ) with the ordering described above. Additionally,the elements of the Q2i+1(�; T ) and their comparability with the elementsin the other Qj(�; T ) are enumerated simultaneously with the enumerationof the p(�ahii; T ).It remains to show that T is not well-founded if and only if P (T ) has aconstrained �-extension.For the �rst half of this claim, we must show that if T is well-founded,then there is no constrained �-extension of P (T ). The claim is clear whenT is empty, so assume that T is not empty and proceed by induction on therank � in T to show that p(�; T ) has no constrained �-extension.6



If � has rank 0 in T , that is � is a terminal node in T , then p(�; T )is the amalgamation of R(�; T ), a linear order with a greatest elementr(�; T ), and Q(�; T ), a linear order with a co�nal set of empty intervals(a(i; �; T ); b(i+1; �; T )). These intervals are empty because every p(�ahii; T )is empty. Suppose that P � is a constrained extension of p(�; T ) to a linearorder. If in P �, r(�; T ) is above all of the a(i; �; T ) then it is the great-est element of P � and P � is not a constrained �-extension of p(�; T ). If,in P �, r(�; T ) is below one of the a(i; �; T ), then all of R(�; T ) lies belowthat a(i; �; T ), (a(i; �; T ); b(i+ 1; �; T )) is empty in P �, and so P � is not aconstrained �-extension of p(�; T ).Now suppose that � has rank greater than 0 in T . The partial orderingsp(�ahki; T ) which are not empty are the results of our construction on nodesof smaller rank in T . By induction, none of the p(�ahki; T ) has a constrained�-extension. Now, the same argument as to the placement of r(�; T ) usedin the previous paragraph shows that p(�; T ) cannot have a constrained�-extension.For the second half of the claim, we suppose that T is not well-founded.We construct a constrained �-extension of T by an !-length recursion. Atstep s, we consider all � 2 !<! of length s. For each such �, either for allthe elements x of p(�; T ) and all the elements y of P (T ) we have alreadydetermined how x and y compare or we proceed as follows on �.By induction on s, we may assume that if we have not decided how theelements of p(�; T ) compare to the other elements of P (T ) then T� is notwell-founded. We choose n(�; T ) so that for every m greater than or equalto n(�; T ), T�ahmi is not well-founded. Such a choice is possible, since T isalmost-perfect. We choose a nonprincipal cut in Q2n(�;T )(�; T ), and specifythat each element of R(�; T ) is below every upper bound of the cut and thatr(�; T ), the greatest element of R(�; T ), is above every point which is a lowerbound on the cut. That is to say that we insert r(�; T ) into the cut. LetQ(r(�; T ); �; T) denote the points in Q(�; T ) which are now below r(�; T ).We extend the partial ordering of Q(r(�; T ); �; T ) to a linear ordering, in anarbitrary way. We then embed Q(r(�; T ); �; T) into the set of nonprincipalcuts of the �-ordering R(�; T ) n fr(�; T )g preserving their new order. Thus,we have made a constrained extension of R(�; T )[ Si�2n(�;T )Qi(�; T ) andproduced a dense linear ordering with greatest element. For i greater thann(�; T ), we de�ne our constrained extension on each Q2i+1(�; T ) during latersteps in the recursion.Note that if we do not completely specify P � on all pairs with an elementfrom p(�ahii; T ), then T� is not well-founded. Thus, we have ensured thevalidity of our induction assumption in the previous paragraph.7



It is clear that the above procedure de�nes a partial order with no leastand no greatest element. We now show that it is linear. During the initialstep of the recursion, we extended the ordering of P (T ) so that for eachx in R(hi; T ) and each x in Q(r(hi; T ); hi; T), x becomes comparable toevery other element of P (T ). The elements of the remaining Q2i(hi; T )then have this property as well, since the only elements of P (T ) with whichthey were incomparable were those in R(hi; T ). Then, we used recursionto linearize the remaining Q2i+1(hi; T ). Using induction and making theanalogous observation, if � 2 T then our recursion ensures that all of theelements of R(�; T ) and of the Q2i(�; T ) are made to be comparable with allof the other elements of P (T ). But, for every element x of P (T ), there are� and i such that either x is an element of R(�; T ) or of Q2i(�; T ). Thus,every element of P (T ) is made to be comparable with every other one.Finally, we show that our recursion produces a dense order. Let a andb be two elements of P (T ). There are only two cases in which there is notan x between a and in b in P (T ). In the �rst case, there is a � such thata 2 R(�; T ) and b 2 Q(�; T ) (or the symmetric case). But then, at somestage before or during that of the length of �, P (T ) is extended so that abelongs to an �-interval, and so there is an interpolant between a and b inthe extended order. In the second case, there are � 2 T and i such that b isthe greatest element of Q2i, a is the least element of Q2i+2, and P (�ahii) isempty because �ahii is not an element of T . Let s be the length of �. Then,at some stage before or during s, P (T ) is extended so that a and b belongto the same �-interval. If it did not happen during an earlier stage, then iwill be strictly less than n(�; T ), the n chosen so that for every m greaterthan or equal to n, T�ahmi is not well-founded. But then, the orderingon R(�; T ) [ Sj<2n(�;T )Qj is extended to be a dense linear ordering. Inparticular, both a and b belong to a dense interval in the extended partialordering, and so there is an element between them in the extension. In all ofthe other possible con�gurations for a and b, either they belong to a denseinterval in P (T ) or one belongs to a dense interval in P (T ), all of whoseelements bear the same relation in �T to the other, where these intervalsare of type R(�; T ) or Q2i(�; T ). In such a case, there is a point betweenthem in P (T ), even before we make the extension.Thus, we have veri�ed the claim and proven the theorem.Corollary 3.3  L is not a Borel set.Proof: No �11-complete set is Borel.We should also note that none of our reductions involved real parameters.8



Consequently, the e�ective versions of Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 holdas well.Theorem 3.4 The set of indices for recursive partial orderings of ! whichhave constrained �-extensions is a �11-complete subset of !. Consequently,this set is not �11.4 Finding constrained �-extensionsDe�nition 4.1 � A norm on a �11 set A is a function ' from A intothe ordinals.� Further, ' is a �11-norm if ' is a norm and there are �11 and �11relations ��' and ��' , respectively, such that for all Y in A, for all X ,[X 2 A and '(X) � '(Y )] () X ��' Y() X ��' Y:In other words, the initial segments of the domain of ' are uniformly�11.Now, we de�ne a �11-norm associated with the existence of constrained�-extensions. Fix a recursive !-ordering of ! � !. Suppose that P is apartial ordering of !. De�ne the tree R(P ) so that the elements of R(P ) aresequences of �nite linear orderings hr0; r1; : : : ; rki on sets of natural numberssuch that, for each i less than k the following conditions hold.1. For each i less than k, ri is a suborder of ri+1.2. There is a linear ordering of ! which extends both P and rk. (Moreconcretely, the axioms of a linear order are consistent with the collec-tion of positive instances of comparability appearing in ri or in P .)3. For each i less than or equal to k, if hn;mi is the ith element of !�!,then n and m belong to the domain of ri, n and m are not maximal orminimal in ri and there is an element of ri which lies strictly betweenn and m in ri.Thus, R(P ) consists of sequences of �nite constrained extensions of Psuch that the requirements of linearity, density, and unboundedness are metfor the ith pair of integers within the ith element of the sequence. If R(P ) isnot well-founded, then the direct limit of the partial orders in an in�nite path9



through R(P ) is a constrained �-extension of P . Conversely, any constrained�-extension of P can be used to produce an in�nite path in R(P ).De�nition 4.2 De�ne � to map the complement of  L to !1 by letting �(P )be the ordinal rank of R(P ).Note that the map P 7! R(P ) is arithmetic.Suppose that P has no constrained �-extension and that Q is a partialordering of !. First, �(Q) < �(P ) if and only if there is an order preservingembedding of R(Q) into R(P ). This embedding is obtained by mapping anodes in R(Q) to nodes in R(P ) without decreasing rank. This is a uni-formly �11 characterization the condition that �(Q) < �(P ). Equivalently,�(Q) 6< �(P ), if and only if there is an order preserving embedding of R(P )into R(Q). In the case when R(Q) is well-founded, we �nd the embeddingas we did above, and in the case when R(Q) is not well-founded, we �nd theembedding by mapping R(P ) into the non-well-founded part of R(Q). Thisgives a uniformly �11 characterization of the condition that �(Q) < �(P ).Consequently, � is a �11-norm.We could use a construction derived from the proof of Theorem 3.2 toshow that the range of � is unbounded in !1, and obtain a shorter proof ofCorollary 3.3, that  L is not Borel.Now, suppose that P is a partial ordering of !. If P has a constrained�-extension, then the left-most path in R(P ) yields such an extension. Sim-ilarly, one could build a constrained �-extension of P by recursion, movingthrough R(P ) while remaining in its non-well-founded part.When P has no constrained �-extension, �(P ) gives a measure of com-plexity to the reason that there is no such extension of P .ReferencesKleene, S. C. [1955]. Hierarchies of number-theoretic predicates, Bull. Amer.Math. Soc. 61: 193{213.Marcone, A. [1993]. Foundations of bqo theory and subsystems of secondorder arithmetic, PhD thesis, Pennsylvania State University.Rutkowski, A. [1995]. Which ordered sets have a dense linear extension?Preprint. 10


